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History ~f U.S. Prisons3_.~. ~~.
U.S is the biggest jailer in the world with 5% of the
global population but 25% of it is prisoners.

` Close to 7 million Americans are under adult
correction supervision.
• This "prison" system was first established in 1790

when Pennsylvania became the first state to first
have a prison.
Early 1800's s the punishments of people who were
convicted were whipped, branded and mutilated
(basically cut into pieces)
. Duringthis time the people being convicted were

politicians, religious offenders and debaters.
At the end of 2007 research shows thattherewere
592,900 inmates thatwere black and 499,800 white
inmates. A difference of 93,100 people
At the end of 2017 U.S prisons overall held 4755,900
inmates that were black, 43 5,550 who were white. A
difference of 39,400 people.

.Clearly over the span of 10 years the number of black
inmates went down a lot but still until this day black
inmates still take over a large population of prisons
in the U.S.A
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more on punishment rather than rehabilitation. American
prisons focus less on reform but rather on punishment,
American prisoners have to follow strict rules such as daily

~ schedule—when to wake up, what and when they eat, what
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The differences in rehabilitation across the

J..d
The United States can learn a lot from some European prisons that focus
more on reforming and rehabilitating their prisoners than punishing them.
There is a prison on Bastoy island in Norway that has a very different
approach when handling its prisoners than any American prison. _ __~ I I

~:9 The prisoners there are also allowed to have real jobs to develop skills for - ~ 1
when thPv arP rPlaacari Tha farry from tha mainland to the iclanri is



Rehabilitation Facts
the process of returning to a healthy or good way of life,

or the process of helping someone to do this after they

have been in prison, been very ill, etc

- However, a rehab program helps you address the cause

of your addiction and teaches you skills to manage it. It

involves identifyingthe triggers that make you wantto

use and shows you how to avoid them

Therapy offered are individual therapy, group therapy,

and family therapy

- The plight of the mentally ill in prisons was virtually

ignored for many years, but in the past decade many

prison systems have realized--sometimes with

prodding from the courts--that providing mental health

care is a necessity, not a luxury,

Today, somewhere between 15 and 20 percent of

people in prison are mentally ill, according to U.S.

Departmentof Justice estimates.
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Prison programming is an effective way to help provide a person who is

incarcerated with the crucial skills, education, and character development

lle or she will need to be successful when leaving the walls of a prison.'
_ _ ~ ~; ~ ..~ _ v v ,~.
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It's important to reevalLiate what offense deserves imprisonment. 
For

example in Germany possession of drugs won't get you imprisoned, but

they focus on bigger crimes such as drug trafficking, and if the 
individual

who is involved with drug trafficking is addicted to drug, they can 
access

detoxification or substitution therapy or needle exchange programs,

~~~• which are lacking in American prisons and should be implemented.
.1~.,,~
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Rehabilitation programs should be available for all inmates and i
nmates who

'"~'"` iare expecting or eligible for release. ~

The United States is entirely diff
erent from Europe demographically and 

in

terms of crime, but they can take a
 few pointers from some Western 

European

prisons. Making prison a place to le
arn from your mistakes is a start.

success rate of American rehabilitation prison p

might want to take some notes from countri
es that are successful. First, we

should revisit our system, such as which crimes
 should be a life sentence.

~~
" Furthermore, we need to 

revisit our approach to how we treat 
prisoners

humanely and how we can assist th
em in becoming better citizens.

~~ U.S. prisons are dark and depressing with little t
o do. Prisoners are wasting

away in their cells with nothing to look forward 
to and no clear path ahead of

them.

Rehabilitation starts by giving inmates simple jobs to do so they c
an gain some

necessary work skills. Acquiring these skills will support employm
ent after ,~

incarceration, which helps deter them from going back into a life
 of crime when
fir-

`they are released.

~~,U~ng inmates wit t e opportunity to complete their education goal's
supports their growth when they are released. When prisoners are released,they usually return to a life of crime because they had gained nothing more
uring their prison sentence than before being were arrested, so they see no

other onti~r,
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"Our Criminal Justice System treats you
Better if you are Rich &Guilty than

If you are Poor &Innocent"
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"In fact, there are now
more people in prison

than there are
farmers, which is to
say that you are more

likely to find an
American being kept

in a cage than you are
to find one who is

raising corn or cattle."
Sam Smith
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